My Visit to Adventure Science Center
Today, I am going to Adventure Science Center! I will know I’m there when I see the giant pyramids.
Before I can go explore, I’ll need to visit the front desk to get my ticket to play at Adventure Science Center! I may have to wait in a line. I will try to wait patiently with a quiet body.
There are a lot of exhibits at the science center. One of the exhibits we may visit is **Space Chase**. In the Solar System Survey, I may take a walk through the solar system and learn all about the planets and their moons. This area is **dark** and may be **quiet**.
I may also visit the Adventure Gallery, where I can learn all about innovation and engineering of extreme sports, like rock climbing. I may test my climbing skills on the Kinetic Climber. I will climb above the floor, but it’s okay, because I will wear a harness and helmet to keep me safe. I will try to stay calm if I am not big enough to try the exhibit. I may enjoy watching other people try it even if I can’t.
Another exhibit I may visit is **BodyQuest**. In BodyQuest, I can take a trip through the body’s systems and see the amazing things going on inside my body. There are lots of fun **hands-on** exhibits in here. BodyQuest may be **loud** and has lots of **flashing lights**. I will try to stay calm and may ask to go to a quiet space if I need a break.
I may go see a real beehive in the Beekeeping exhibit, where I may watch as hundreds of bees travel in and out of the colony to collect pollen and nectar for food. I will use my looking eyes and keep my hands off of the glass. Tapping on the glass might scare the bees!
The **Adventure Tower** is four floors of science fun! I may make noise through a pipe organ or **climb** to the top! The Adventure Tower may be **noisy** and **crowded**, but I will try to stay calm. The Adventure Tower also has slides that may take me to a different floor of the tower. If I get lost, I can look for an Adventure Science Center staff member for **help**.
If I want **help** or need to ask a **question**, I may ask Adventure Science Center’s staff. They wear **blue shirts & gray jackets** with a name badge. They are always happy to help!
Sometimes there may be other visitors who want to play with the same thing as me. I may have to **wait** my turn or **share** with other visitors. When I am a good sharer and wait my turn it will make my family **proud** and my friends **happy**.
When it is time for **lunch**, I may go eat at the **Subway** or at the picnic tables **outside**. When I am done eating I may need to stay in my seat until the adult I am with gives me directions about what to do next.
At the end of my visit, I may choose to go into the gift shop. Inside, I may see lots of cool games and toys for museum visitors to buy. I know I need to have an adult with me when I go into the gift shop.
At the end of my visit, I may wave good-bye to the pyramid. I may have a great time at Adventure Science Center!